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We are not here today to boast that we are smart or capable and that
we can organize and create a huge organizational structure...,
Not to boast that we can, and we are, and will be good leaders of that
structure, among other things.
NO..., we are not here for that today.
We are not here to show how smart we are, because we know that there
are many who are much smarter than us.
WE ARE HERE TODAY, simply to say that we have strength, a
project, vision, DREAM..., for how to help humanity and planet Earth,
with you, because we couldn’t do it on our own.
One swallow doesn’t make the spring. She hints that it’s coming.
The flock of swallows are the ones that make the Spring, and they as a
flock are stronger, happier. They are one united family.
That flock today and tomorrow is you, us, who can and will succeed, to
revitalize the planet, your homelands, the regions and the world
globally.
Without you it’s not possible.
With the fact that there is no country in the world which is not
multicultural, multi-faith, multiethnic, and the fact that one culture
which is host in one country, is a foreigner in another, we are here
today to tell you that we have a project, model, dream.
It is created based on actual research in community in its very basis at
grassroots level, and that is with working with organizations like yours
from the very foundational base of communities...
After multiple decades of work, the Unity in Diversity project has been
established and a model created which functions successfully in
organizing communities in and at local level, regional and global level.
It is based on dialogue as the basic mechanism for collaboration and
reaching agreements for more successful works and coexistence with
respect.
It is very well accepted by the communities themselves, who come from
different cultures and ethnicities, and at the same time, it’s
acknowledged, appreciated and accepted by the host societies where
these diverse cultures live, work and work hard to secure a better future
for both theirs and our future generations.

We are here today to tell you that this type of model and this type of
organizational structure has not only been created, but is in operation.
After more than 25 years working in the field, quite good to excellent
results have been achieved in the country itself, which was and is the
aim of the project.
Today it is a model from which the world is learning and will continue
to learn.
We are here today to say that we can help, and that in the same or a
similar manner, together with you, we can help you so that you can
help your own countries, in your own regions and globally.
It is so that slowly humanity breaks out of its agony and starts to heal.
To heal nature, and to abandon the self-destructive characteristics which
follow from its very existence and to exchange them with creative,
constructive works in building inclusive, sustainable and progressive
society here on the planet - Unity in Diversity.
Similarly in the Universe, for when the time arrives, and that time is
indeed here.
That’s why we are here today, and we don’t want to waste your
time or our time. Not least, waste time for those who are in a desperate
situation, due to various circumstances.
We sympathize with them and that’s why we aspire to draw your
attention and to call on you to start together and complete together, the
reconstruction of your countries and the planet Earth as a whole.
Healing, refreshing, regenerating the environment and humanity, and the
planet Earth as an individual living entity, and to start to heal yours and
every culture, opening possibilities for everyone to find their place
under the sun, because the sun rises and sets for everyone equally, and
so it belongs to everyone equally.
Simply in a few words, we will summarize:
Saluting you, we want to say that we are ready and that’s why we’re
here, together with you, because we couldn’t do much on our own,
except for raise awareness for this work, and that is not enough.
We are here today, so that together with you, we start revitalizing your
homelands, your cultures, regions in which you live, as with planet
Earth as a whole.

Similarly, with building-up your countries with you together, and the
world globally, as sustainable, inclusive progressive society as a Unity
in Diversity.
One in which everyone will find their place and their manner for living,
and will adapt their life and arrange it as she/he / you/ we believes
because that is best for them, for you, for us, and for generations to
come...
We are here today to declare our dedication for this dream and together
to start to restore the Earth’s life and to bring spirit back on the
planet. Back into humanity and the environment.
We are here today to start the revitalization of humanity and the planet,
together with you…
Thank you very much for your pro-active participation.
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